Welcome to the latest issue of Harvard Medicine News, a weekly electronic publication that will continue to chronicle the extraordinary world of HMS, previously reported in Focus. [More]

To read all news, go here.

The Other Side of the Story
Antibody generation is a balance of stimulation and inhibition. MORE »

How the Civil War Shaped Medicine
A new Countway exhibit explores how the war advanced medical care in the U.S. MORE »

A Treatment for ALS?
Neural stem cell transplants may slow progression of the disease. MORE »

Featured Events
01.04.13 It’s the Matter that Matters. Cardiology lecture. BIDMC West Campus, One Deaconess Rd., 8 a.m.
01.07.13 HMS Classes Resume
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Coming to the Rescue
The Shore Fellowships support junior faculty members during a crucial period in their career development and personal lives.
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